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FLOOR PLAN NOTES
1. DEMOLITION AND CONSTRUCTION WORK NOT INCLUDED IN THIS PROJECT:
   - REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OF THE EXISTING FLOORING, KITCHEN CABINETS, COUNTER TOPS, SINK WITH FAUCET AND DISPOSAL, REMOVAL OF THE RANGE HOOD;
   - NEW FLOOR TILES AND LATEX PAINTING.

2. THE BODY OF THE CABINETS, CABINET DOORS AND SHELVES TO BE MADE OF SOLID WOOD, OAK OR CHERRY, 20MM THICKNESS

3. THE WOOD FINISH TO BE SEMI-GLOSS. TINTED SAMPLES OF WOOD SHALL BE APPROVED BY THE COR

4. THE COUNTERTOPS AND BACKSPLASH TO BE MADE OF NATURAL STONE, 20 MM THICKNESS

5. THE EXISTING INTERIOR WINDOW SILLS TO BE REPLACED WITH NEW ONES, MADE OF SAME MATERIAL AS THE COUNTERTOPS

6. THE CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE AND INSTALL:
   - A NEW STAINLESS STEEL SINK UNDERCOUNTER MOUNT WITH GARBAGE DISPOSAL AND A FAUCET WITH PULL-OUT HEAD
   - TELESCOPIC RANGE HOOD 900 MM WIDE

KEY NOTES
1. EXISTING REFRIGERATOR GE, TO REMAIN
2. EXISTING DISHWASHER, EUROPEAN SIZE TO REMAIN
3. NEW SINK BRAND 'TEKA' BELINEA 710x400x185 MM
4. NEW FAUCET WITH PULL-OUT HEAD BRAND 'HANSGROHE' 240
5. EXISTING KITCHEN RANGE GE, TO REMAIN
6. NEW RANGE HOOD, TELESCOPIC, 900MM BRAND 'TEKA' CNL 9610
7. EXISTING RADIATOR, TO REMAIN

SINK TEKA BELINEA 710x400x185 MM
FAUCET HANSGROHE 240
RANGE HOOD CNL 9610
KEY NOTES

1. RADIATOR, UNMOVABLE
2. STEP-LADDER
3. REFRIGERATOR, GE
4. BACKSPLASH
5. NEW SILL, NATURAL STONE 20 MM
6. EXISTING OUTLETS 220V, GFCI 10mA
7. LIGHT SWITCH
ELEVATION 3

SCALE 1:20

KEY NOTES
1. DISHWASHER, EUROPEAN SIZE
2. DRAWERS
3. ADJUSTABLE SHELVES
4. MOLDING
5. BACKSPLASH, NATURAL STONE 20 MM
6. COUNTERTOP, NATURAL STONE 20 MM
7. NEW WINDOW SILL, NATURAL STONE
KEY NOTES

1. COUNTERTOP, NATURAL STONE 20 MM
2. BACKSPLASH, NATURAL STONE 20 MM
3. NEW SILL, NATURAL STONE 20 MM
4. KITCHEN RANGE, GE
5. MOLDING
6. EXISTING OUTLET, 220V, GFCI 10mA
LEGEND

EXISTING DUPLEX OUTLET 220 V,
SCHNEIDER, SHUKO TYPE F OUTLET,
14" ABOVE FF

+ 44" ABOVE FF
++ 60" ABOVE FF (RANGE HOOD)

GFCI GENERAL FAULT CIRCUIT INTERRUPT.
R KITCHEN RANGE

EXISTING DISHWASHER AND DISPOSAL
DUPLEX OUTLET 220 V, SCHNEIDER

EXISTING REFRIGERATOR OUTLET
220 V, SCHNEIDER

EXISTING CEILING LIGHT FIXTURE,
SEMI-GLOBE, LED

NEW RECESSED LED LIGHTS UNDER
THE UPPER CABINETS

EXISTING DOUBLE TOGGLE SWITCH,
SCHNEIDER, FOR CEILING AND
RECESSED LIGHTS